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In the presence of a nuisance parameter the asymptotic deficiency of the discretized 
likelihood estimator (DLE) relative to the bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estima-
tor is obtained under the assumed model. It consists of two parts. One is the loss 
of information associated with the DLE of the parameter to be estimated. Another, 
is that due to the "incorrectness" of the assumed model. Some examples on the normal 
and Weibull type distributions are given. 
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1. Introduction 
A previous paper by Akahira (1989) showed that in the presence of a nuisance para-
meter, the jackknife estimator has an asymptotic deficiency of zero relative to the bias-
adjusted maximum likelihood estimator (NILE) under true and assumed models. This 
means that the estimators are asymptotically equivalent up to the third order in the sense 
that their asymptotic distributions are equal up to the order n-1 under the models. The 
asymptotic deficiency of the NILE cr the jackknife estimator under the assumed model 
relative to that under the true model is also given. 
It is shown that there does not exist a uniformly third order asymptotically efficient 
estimator in some class C. That is, the bound for third order asymptotic distributions of 
the all estimators in the class C is not uniformly attained (e.g. see Akahira (1986)). In 
the one parameter case Akahira and Takeuchi (1979, 1981) showed that, for any fixed 
point, the discretized likelihood estimator (DLE) is third order asymptotically efficient 
at the point in the class C. The second order asymptotic comparison of the DLE with 
asymptotically efficient estimators was also made by Akahira (1990) in the double ex-
ponential case. In the presence of a nuisance parameter it is useful to consider the DLE 
under the assumed model. It is interesting to clarify a structure of the assumed model by 
comparison of the DLE and the NILE through the concept of asymptotic deficiency. 
The useful results on the asymptotic deficiency are summarized as follows (see Aka-
hira (1986) for details). Let Xl, Xz, ... , X1t, ... be a sequence of independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables with a density f(x, fJ), where fJ is a real valued para-
meter. Under suitable regularity conditions, it can be proved that the maximum likeli-
hood estimator (MLE) fJ: of fJ is asymptotically expanded into the form 
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and that for any asymptotically efficient estimator 8n which admits the same type of 
expansion 
1 n () 
Z1= 1-2J~e logf(Xi, e), 
"" n t=l U 
and 
This implies that one can construct a "bias-adjusted" estimator (relative to 8n) of the form 
so that 8::* has the same asymptotic bias as 811 up to the order n-1 and 
p o.n{ ,.)nI8:*-el ~t}?:.Po.,,{ ,.)n!8,,-e! ~t}+o (~) 
for all t>O and all e. Moreover, if mil is defined so that the bias-adjusted MLE 8!: 
(with Q:) based on the sample of size mil has the same asymptotic distribution as that of 
the estimator 8t1 (with Q) based on the sample size n up to the order n-l , we have 
(1.1) lim (n-mtl) =1{Vo(Q)- Vo(Q:)}. 
11.-+00 
The left-hand side of (1.1) is called the asymptotic deficiency of 8t1 relative to 8::* (see 
Hodges and Lehmann, 1970, and Akahira, 1986). It is noted that the right-hand side of 
(1.1) does not necessarily mean the difference of the variances of the estimators, but of 
the asymptotic variances. Hence we do not need to bother about the remaining terms. 
The above results can be extended to the presence of nuisance parameters. 
In this paper, in the presence of a nuisance parameter, the asymptotic deficiency of 
the DLE relative to the bias-adjusted MLE is obtained under the assumed model. It 
consists of the losses of information on the parameter to be estimated and due to the 
"incorrectness" of the assumed model. Some examples on the normal and Weibull 
type distributions are given. 
2. Notations and assumptions 
Suppose that Xl, ... , Xll are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) real 
random variables with a density function f(x, e, ;) with respect to a O"-finite measure ft, 
where e is a real-valued parameter to be estimated and; is a real-valued nuisance para-
meter. We assume the following conditions (A.l) to (A.S). 
(A.l) The set {x: f(x, e, ;) >O} does not depend on e and ;. 
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(A.2) For almost all X[j£] , j(x, B, s) is three times continuously differentiable in Band S. 
(A.3) For each B and each S 
O<Ioo(B,s) =E[{lo(B,s,X)}2] = -E[loo(B,s,X)] < 00 , 
O<Ill(B,s) = E[ {ll(B,s,X)}Z] = -E[lll(B,s,X)] < 00 , 
where lo(B,s,x) = (a/aB)I(B,s,x), 100(B,s,x) = (a 2/aBZ)l(B,s,x), 
11(B,s,x) = (a/as)l(B,s,x) and 11l(B,s,x) = (fP/as 2)l(B,s,x) with I(B,s,x) =logj(x,B,s). 
(A.4) The parameters are defined to be "orthogonal" in the sense that 
E[lOl (B,s,X)] = 0 
where lOl(B,s,x) = (aZjaBas)l(e,s,x). 
Note that the condition (AA) is not necessarily restricted, because otherwise we can 
redefine the parameter 1J = g(B,s) so that we have the above orthogonality. 
(A.S) There exist 
}OOO = E[loo(B,£,X)lo(B,s,X)], 
}010 = E[lol (B,s,X)lo(B,s,X)], 
] 110 = E[ll1(B,s,X)lo(B,s,X)], 
Kool = E[ {lo(B,s,X)}Zll(B,s,X)], 
M 0000 = E[ {loo(B,s,X)Y] -no, 
1v10001 =E[loo(B,s,X)lol(B,£,X)], 
MOlol =E[{lol(B,s,X)Y], 
and the following holds. 
E[looo(B,£,X)] = -3Jooo-Kooo, 
E[lull(B,£,X)] = - JOll, 
J 001 = E[loo(B,s,X)ll(B,s,X)], 
}011 =E[lol(B,s,X)ll(B,s,X)J, 
Kooo = E[ {lo(B,£,X)}3], 
E[lOOl(B,£)()] = - J010, 
where looo(B,s,x) = (as/aBS)l(B,£,x), lOOl(B,£,x) = (a 3 /aB2a£)l(B,£,x) and 1011(B,£,x) = 
(a 3 jaBa£2)l( B,s,x). 
From the condition (A.S) it is noted that Kool = - JOIO- JOO1. We put 
Zo= (1/-.111:) ~lo(B, S, Xi) , 
i=l 
ZI = (1/-.111:) iJll(B, £, Xi) , 
i=l 
Zoo= (1/-.111:) iJ{loo(B, S, Xi)+Ioo}, ZOI = (1/-.111:) iJ lOl(B, £, Xi) . 
i=l i=l 
3. The discretized likelihood estimator under the assumed model 
In Akahira (1989) the asymptotic deficiency of the jackknife estimator relative to 
the bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimator under the true model where B=Bo and 
S = so and the assumed model where B = Bo and £ = 0 was obtained. In this section we 
calculate the asymptotic deficiency of the discretized likelihood estimator relative to 
the maximum likelihood estimator. Henceforth, for simplicity we denote by (B,s) and 
(B,O) the true model (Bo,so) and the assumed model (Bo,O) omitting subscript 0, respec-
tively. We assume S =t/,Jn under the true model (B,s). 
Let OML be the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of B based on a sample Xl, ... , 
Xn of size n under the assumed model (B,O). Then we have the following. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the conditions (A. 1) to (A.5) hold. Then, tmde1' the 
assumed model (B, 0), the MLE fha oj B has the jollowi'ng stochastic expansion. 
- A Zo 1 1 1 (' 1 ) ~ n (fha-B) =-1 + /=Qo+i=(L-c)+-Ro+o p - , 
00 .y n .y n n 11, 
where 
Q =_1 (Z Z 3Jooo+Kooo Z2) 
o no 00 0 2100 0, 
L=_t (JOlO Z -Z ) =l~p 
100 100 0 0 l, c 2100 ' 
and Op(Ro) = 1, and op(·) is taken under the distribution PO,!; with the density j(x, 0, ~), 
The proof is omitted since the theorem and its proof are given as Theorem 4.1 In 
Akahira (1989). 
In Akahira and Takeuchi (1979, 1981) and Akahira (1986), the discretized likelihood 
estimator was defined. In a similar way to those we define it as follows: A ~n-consistent 
estimator On = On(Xl, ... , Xn) based on a sample (XI, ... , Xn) of size n is called a dis-
cretized likelihood estimator (DLE) of B if, for each real number r, O,t satisfies the dis-
cretized likelihood equation 
n A 11 ~ A 
2::;l(O;+rn-l / 2 , 0, Xi)- 2::;l(O;, 0, Xi)=all(O;, 0, r) , 
i=l i=l 
where all(8,;, r) is a function of 8 and ;, and also dependent on 11, and r. The function 
an(8,;, r) is not now defined but will be determined in the sequel so that the solution ob-
tained in the above equation will be k-th order asymptotically unbiased, i.e., Eo,I;(O;) 
= 8+0(n-k / 2 ). A concrete construction of such a function an(8,;, r) will be given in the 
proof of THEOREM 3.2. Note that the DLE depends on r. In the one parameter case 
it is shown in Akahira (1986) that the DLE has an asymptotically best property at the 
point depending on r in the sense that its asymptotic distribution attains the bound for 
asymptotic distributions of estimators in some class at the point up to the order o(l/n). 
A related result will be given from the viewpoint of the concept of asymptotic deficiency 
in Remark 3.2. Vile further assume the following condition. 
(A.6) For given function an(8,;, 1') 
n n 
2::; l(8+rn-1/ 2, 0, Xi) - 2::; l(8, 0, Xi) -a(8, 0, r) 
i=l i=l 
is locally monotone in 8 with probability larger than 1-0(11,-1) .. 
The motivation for the definition of the DLE is the following. \iVhen we test the 
hypothesis 8= {}o+rn-1 / 2 , ;=0 against {}={}o, ;=0, the most powerful test is given by 
rejecting the hypothesis if 
n n 
2::;l(80+rn-1/ 2 , 0, Xi)- 2::;l(80, 0, Xi)<kl1 ' 
i=l i=l 
for some constant kn . Hence if an estimator or is defined so that the event or>Bo is equi-
valent to the above inequality (at least asymptotically up to some order), then or is effici-
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ent (asymptotically up to some order) for a specified choice of r. 
Let C' be the class of the all bias-adjusted best asymptotically normal estimators 
ell which are second order asymptotically unbiased and asymptotically expanded as 
/- A Zo 1 1 (1 ) 
.y n (On-B) = -1 + /-Q+-R+o p ~ , 00 .y n n n 
where Q = Op(l), R = Op(l) and the distribution of v'n(e1t-B) admits the Edgeworth ex-
pansion up to the order n-1. If an estimator ell belongs to the class C', then we call it 
C'-estimator. 
Now we obtain the stochastic expansion of the DLE under the assumed model (fJ, 0). 
The following additional assumption is made. 
(A.7) }011=0 and }001=0. 
The condition (A.7) is necessary to adjust the bias due to the "incorrectness" of the as-
sumed model up to the second order through the function all(B,~, r). The condition 
}Oll = 0 in (A.7) holds true if, for example, fJ is a location parameter, i.e., f(x, B, ~) = fo(x-fJ, 
~) a.a.x [,uJ and fo(x,~) has the symmetric property, i.e., fo(x, ~) = fo( -x,~) a.a.x [p,], 
Here, in the case when fo with respect to the Lebesgue measure p, has the 'above property, 
a sufficient condition for } 001 = 0 is the following: 
(3.1) ~:oo {(oloB) logfo(x-B, ~)}{(alo~)f~(x-B, ~)}dp,=O J 
and 
(3.2) lim f~(x-B ~) (olo~)fo(x-fJ, ~) = 0 
lxl->oo ' fo(x-B, ~) , 
where f~(x, ~) = (o;ox)fo(x, ~). Indeed, since 
it follows that 
(3.3) 
From (3.1) to (3.3) we have 
f~/(x-B, ~) 
fo(x-8, ~) 
) f~(x-8, ~) ~ ~ 
(fo(x-8, ~) ) 
J001 = E (looll) = ~ {(a ;(8)log fo(x-8, ~)}{(olo~)f~(x-8, ~)}d p,=o . 
Then \ve have the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assu11~e that the co'nditions (A.1) to (A.7) hold. Then, under the as-
sU1ned 1'Jwdel (fJ, 0), the DLE fr[)L of 8 has the following stochastic expans1:on. 
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/- .. Zo 
v n ((FIJL -fJ) = I r ( ) 000 ) 1 1 I 1 * I ( 1 ) ?I.../ Zoo--I-Zo + /-L+ /-(Qo-a)T-Ro TOp - , 
00 w 00 n 00 v 11, v n n 11, 
where Land Qo af'e given ~n THEOREM 3.1, R:=Op(l) and a=-(}00o+Kooo)/(2no). 
Further the asymptotic deficiency Dt(u, r) oj the DLE iFIJI. relative to the bias-adJusted M LE 
inn in C' under the assumed model (fJ, 0) is given by 
r ( 2U) 2 rt (3.4) Dt(u, r) = 4150 r+.../ 100 (looMoooo-}ooo) - no (looMooOl- }OOO}O1O) 
so that the DLE a;L has the same asymptotic distribution as the bias-adjusted MLE a'1L 
at a point u up to the order n-1, i.e., 
where 
The proof is given in section 4. 
REMARK 3.1. In THEOREM 3.2, the asymptotic deficiency (3.4) can be interpreted. 
as follows. The asymptotic deficiency consists of two parts. The first term of the RHS 
of (3.4) is the loss of information associated with the DLE of the parameter to be estimat-
ed. The second term of the RHS of (3.4) is that due to the "incorrectness" of the as-
sumed model. Indeed, the loss of information associated with any statistic T= T(X1. ... , 
Xn) is given by 
(3.5) 
where V( -IT) denotes the conditional variance given T (see Fisher (1925) and Rao (1961)). 
A straightforward calculation of (3.5) with a stochastic expansion of the DLE yields the 
first term of the RHS of (3.4). In a similar way, it can be also shown that the second 
one of (3.4) is derived from (3.5) under the assumed model. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that the conditions (A.l) to (A.6) hold. Suppose that }001 =0 
and fJ is a location parameter, i.e., j(x, fJ, g) = jo(x-fJ, g) a.a.x [,u] and jo(x, g) has the sym-
metric property, i.e., jo(x, g) = jo( -x, g)a.a.x[,uJ. If g =tj.../n, then, under the assumed 
model ((), 0), the stochastic expansions oj the DLE a;L and the MLE aML are given by 
- .. Zo 1 1 r 1 ( 1 ) 
.../11, (fJ;r.-()) =-1 + /=L+ /-Q:+ 21 .../ Zoo+-R:+o p - , 
00 v 11, v 11, 00 11, 11, n 
- .. Zo 1 1 1 (1) 
,.j 11, ((JML":-()) =-1 + /-L+ /-Q:+-Ro+o p - , 
00 v n v n n n 
where L, Ro and R~ are given in THEOREMS 3.1, 3.2 and Q~ =zoZoojno. Further, the 
asymptotic deficiency Dt(u, r) oj the DLE relative to the M LE under the assumed model 
fJ, 0) is given by 
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Dt(u, 1') = 4;00 (1'+ ~~oo )Moooo 
so that the DLE fFDL has the sa-me asymptotic distribution as the lYI LE elJ L at a point u up 
to the order n-l , i.e. 
where 
with #2 = E (R 0) and jLt = E (Rt) . 
The proof is given in section 4. It is noted that the symmetric property of /0 im-
plies unnecessity of a bias-correction of the MLE. 
REMARK 3.2. When u = -r~ 100, under the same conditions as in COROLLARY 
3.1, the asymptotic deficiency of the DLE eS L relative to the MLE eML is given by 
1'2 Dt(-r~ 100, r) = - 4100 Moooo::S:O . 
Since the value is non-positive, it is seen that the DLE eS L is asymptotically better than 
elJL at u= -r~loo up to the order o(ljn). 
4. Examples 
Under the previous framework, we now give examples on the normal and \Veibull 
type distributions. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. (Normal case). Let Xl, .. " Xn be i.i.d. random variables with a 
normal density function 
for -oo<x<oo; -00<8<00, -1<~. Since ~=tj~n, it is noted that 
100 =100(8, ~) =100(8, 0)+0(1) = 1j(~+1)+0(1) = 1+0(1) , 
Eo.;[l~0(8, ~, X)] =E8.0[l~o(8, 0, X)]+o(l) = 1/(~+ 1)2+0(1) = 1+0(1) , 
hence 
Moooo = Moooo(8, ~) = Moooo(8, 0) +0(1) = 1+0(1) . 
Then it follows from COROLLARY 3.1 that the asymptotic deficiency of the DLE rela-
tive to the MLE under the assumed model (8,0) is equal to r(r+2u)/4+0(1). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. (Weibull type case). Suppose that Xl, ... , Xn are i.i.d. random 
variables with a Weibull type density function 
/0(x-8, ~) = 2(~+1)~a+1)/;3) I ~~~ I a exp {-I ~+~ I fi} , 
for -oo<x<oo; -00<8<00, -l<~, O<a, 0<;3. Since ~=t/~n, it is noted that 
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(4.1) I r((a-1)lfJ) I I 100=100(8, g)=Ioo(8, 0)10(1)= r((a+1)lfJ) {11fJ(a-l)},0(1) , 
and for a>3 
EoA{loo(8, g, X)}2] =EoA{loo(8, 0, X)}2J+o(1) 
= ~ii:~~~~~~ {a2+a(a-3) (fJ2-1) + (a-3) (fJ-1)2(jJ-3)}+0(1) , 
hence 
(4.2) lvloooo(8, g) =1l!foooo(8, 0)+0(1) 
= r((a-3)/fJ) {a2 I a(a-3)(fJ2-1) I (a-3)(fJ-l)2(fJ-3)} 
r((a+1)/fJ) 1 1 
_I r((a-1)/fJ) }2{1...LjJ(a_l)}2 I 0(1) l r((a+l)lfJ) I T 
for a>3. A restriction on a and fJ yields from the condition} 001 = 0 in (A.7) as follows. 
Since 
loo(8, ~) = a 
it follows from the assumption g = tl"'/-:;; that 
(4.3) }ooI(8, g)=joo1(8, 0)+0(1) 
=Eo,o[ {- ;2 -fJ(fJ-1)IXIP-Z} (-1-a+fJ1XI'~)] +0(1) 
=a(a+1)Eo,o( lz ) -afJEo,0(IXl fo - 2) + (a+ 1)fJ(fJ-l)Eo,o(IXI 5- 2) 
_P2(P_1)E(IXI2,s-2) +0(1) , 
where C;=fJl{2(g+1)T((a+1)/fJ)}. 
Since 
( 1) T((a-1)Jp) Eo,o X2 = T((a+I)/fJ) , E (IXlfJ-2) = (a-1)T((a-l)jj3) 0,0 pT((a+1)jp) 
E (IXI3fJ-2) = (a-1)(a+p-I)T((a-1)jfJ) 
0,0 p2 T( (a+ 1) I fJ) , 
it follo\vs from (4.3) that 
} 001 ={T( (a-I) IfJ) jT( (a+ 1)jfJ)}{2a- (a-I) (fJ-1) (fJ -2)}+0(1) . 
Hence }001=0 if and only if 2a-(a-1)(fJ-1)(fJ-2) =0, i.e., 
Further, a>3 if and only if 
------"-(fJ_---'-l) ...:.:-(fJ_---'--2) _ 
a= (fJ-1)(fJ-2)-2 . 
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a = ~((3_-_1-,-,,)((3,---_2-,-) _ 
((3-1)((3-2)-2 
3+.J13 
and 3<(3< 2 . 
27 
Therefore it follows from COROLLARY 3.1 that the asymptotic deficiency of the DLE fJr;;L 
relative the MLE eAfL under the assumed model (8,0) is equal to the value 
r ( 2U) 4100 r+ .JIoo Moooo, 
where 100 and 1v10000 are given by (4.1) and (4.2) with parameters a and (i satisfying (4.4). 
If, in particular a=O and fJ=2, then the densityfo(x-B,~) is a nom1al one with mean 
B and variance (~+1)2j2, which is reduced to Example 4.1. If a=O and (i>1, then 
) 001 = fJ(fJ-l)E[IXl fo - Z] - (i2((i _1)E[IXI2,5-2] +0(1) = - (i(fJ -1)((i-2)r( (fJ-l)jfJ)r(ljfJ) , 
hence }001 = 0 if and only if (J = 2, i.e., the normal case. 
5. Proofs 
Here, the proofs of the theorem and the corollary in' section 3 are given. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. Let e,z be the DLE of B under the assumed model. By 
the Taylor expansion around the true value (B, ~), \ve have 
(5.1) 1 n /- 2J1o(On, 0, Xi) 
v n i=1 
1 n 1 n _ .... 
= /-?J 10(B, ~, Xi) +- 2J 100(B, ~, Xi).J n ((}n-B) 
v n t=l n 1.=1 
±Zooo(B,~) Xi){.Jn(fJ ,!-B)}2 
i=1 
+ 2 ~ ±Zol1(B,~, Xi)n~2- ~- ±lool(B,~, Xi)n(fJn-B)~+op( /1 ) 
11, n i=1 nv 11, 1=1 V n 
1 /- /- .... 1 /-
= Zo+ .J n (Zoo-v n Ioo)v n ((}'l-B) - .J 11, ZOlV n ~ 
- 2) n (3}000+Kooo){.Jn(8n-B)}2- 2]1~ n~2 
+ !;:: n(8n-B)~+op() n) . 
111 a similar way to the above we obtain 
(5.2) 
1 1 /- "-
= /-Zoo-Ioo--/=(3}ooo+Kooo)v n ((}n-B) 
v n .... n 
(5.3) 
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Since the DLE 8n satisfies the equation 
n 11-
2JZ(8,1+1'n-1/2 , 0, Xi)- 2JZ(81/, 0, LYi) =all(8n, 0, 1') 
i=l i=l 
and ~=t/,,}n, it follows from (5.1) to (5.3) that 
(5.4) an(8n, 0, r) 
l' /- - A rt 
=r20+ /-(200- v n Ioo),,} n (811-8)- /-Z01 
vn vn 
r - A rt2 rt /- A 
- 2,,} n (3jooo+Kooo){,,} n (8n-B)}2- 2,,} n j011+ ,,} nj010v n (81/-B) 
If an(B, ~,r)-(Ioor2/2) =0(1), then, putting Tn=,,}-; (8n-B), we have from (5.4) 
(5.5) . 1 A 20 1 Tn = --I an(8n, 0, r)+-I + I,,} 200TlI 
001' 00 00 n 
t 
I,,} 201 
00 n 
- 2Ioo~ n-(3jooo+Kooo)T~ t2 t 2I,,} j011+ I,,} jOioTn 
00 n 00 n 
r r r rt 
+ -----==-Zoo--2 ----- (3jooo+Kooo)Tn+-- --jOlO 2Ioo,,} n 2Ioo,,} n 2Ioo,,} n 
----C/-'--(3j ooo+Kooo)+op( 1 ) 6Ioov n ,,} n 
= - I~or an(B, ~, 1') --joo1'J~- { (:B an(B, ~, r)) T 11- (:~ an(B, ~, r))t 1 
Zo l' 1 t 1 +---+ q /-ZoZoo----;~ZoI----;:--;-=--(3jooo+Kooo)Zo 100 2 I'Oov n Ioov n 2100'\1 n 
t2 tjOIO r r 
- 2IoO:;1~--jOl1+ no,,} n 20+ 2Ioo,,} n Zoo 2no,,} n (3jooo+Kooo)Zo 
+ 2Io:~ n JOIO 6Io:~ n -(3jooo+Kooo)+OP(-J\~) . 
Since 
1'2 
= -2(2jooo+Kooo)+o(1) (say); 
r2 
= -2(2jolo+Ko01)+0(1) (say) 
r2 
= -2(j010- jo01)+0(1) , 
putting an(B, ~,r) = -(Ioor2/2)+ (bj,,}n) +o(ljrn), we have 
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(5.6) E(TIl) = b I} 000 1001'.../ n T 150.../ 11, 
3} ooo+Kooo 
2150.../ n 
r2 
6100.../ 11, (3}000+Kooo) 
+ 1't}OOI +o( 1 ) 
2100.../ n .../ n . 
In order that E(Tn) =o(l/.../n), from (5.6) we take as b the following: 
b = }ooo r 
100 
}ooo+Kooo }011 2 1 (3) I K ) 8 I }001 2t 2100 r-~rt -6 oOOT 000 r T~ . 
By the condition (A.7) we have 
(5.7) (B t: ) __ 100 2 __ r_ f }ooo+Kooo an , s, r - 2 r .../--;;; 1 2100 
From (5.5) and (5.7) we obtain 
3}ooo+Kooo Z ) +~R*-L (~) 2100 0 11, 0 I Op n 
Z 0 r ( ) 000 ) 1 1 * ( 1 ) 
=-1 + 21.../ Zoo--I-Zo + /-L+-Ro +op - , 00 00 n 00 .y 11, 11, n 
where a=-(}000+Kooo)/(21~) and R;=Op(l). From THEOREM 3.1 we see that the 
stochastic expansion of the bias-adjusted MLE fJ1 L is given by 
/- "0 Zo 1 1 1 ( 1 ) 
.y n ((}J,[L-B) =-1 + /-L+ /-(Qo-a)+-Ro+o p -00 .y n .y n n n with Ro = Op(l) . 
It is seen in a similar way to THEOREM 2.3.1 in Akahira (1986) that for - 00 <U< 00 
if and only if the asymptotic deficiency Dt(u, r) of fJ"nL relative to fJ~fL is given by 
(5.8) Dt(u, r) =100 {v( 2;00 (Zoo- ~ooooo Zo) +L+Qo-a) - V(L+Qo-a)} 
I u.../ I 00 JE [z ( r (z ) 000 z) I L I Q ) 2] 
T-Z 1 0 2100 oo---y;;'-'o I T o-a 
-E[Zo(L+Qo-a)2]} , 
where co=.../loo (Jd-Jh2)- 4;~b2 (looMoooo- }~oo) with Jh2=E(Ro) and Jhi=E(R;), and V(·) 
denotes the asymptotic variance (see also Akahira, 1991). Since 
t E[Zoo(L+Qo)] = --12 (1001\10001-}000}010)+0(1); 00 
E[Zo(L+Qo)] =0(1) , 
it follows that 
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(5.9) V( 2;00 (Zoo- ~ooooo Zo) +L+Qo-a) - V(L+Qo-a) 
=E[ ;;go (Zoo- ~:ooo 20) 2] + loo E[ (Zoo- ~oo:o Zo) (L+ Qo-a)] 
= 4
r122 (lvIoooo- }I~o ) +-Ir E[Zoo(L+Qo)J- r }1~00 E[Zo(L+Qo)] 00 00 00 00 
1'2 rt 
= 413 (looMoooo- }~oo)--I3 (looMoool-}000}010)+0(1) 00 00 
Since 
[ ( }OOO) 2J E Zo Zoo--y;;;Zo =0(1); 
[ ( }ooo \ ] t [( }ooo 2)(}010 )] E Zo Zoo--y;;;Zo) (L+ Qo-a) = 100 E ZoZoo--y;;Zo -y;;ZO-ZOl 
1 [( }OOO 2) ( + no E ZoZoo--y;;Zo ZoZoo 3}ooo+Kooo Z6)] 2100 
= foo {E(Z~Z60) 3}ooo+Kooo E(ZSZ ) 2100 0 00 
_ } 000 E(ZSZ ) I } 000(3} ooo+Kooo) E(Z4)} I (1) 
I 0 00 T 212 0 TO 00 00 
= I~ (looMoooo- }500) +0(1) , 00 
it follows that 
(5.10) E[Zo{ 2;00 (Zoo- ~ooooo Zo)+L+Qo-a)} ]-E[Zo(L+Qo-a)2] 
r 
= -Is (100M 0000- }~oo) +0(1) . 00 
From (5.8) to (5.10) we see that 
which completes the proof. 
PROOF of COROLLARY 3.1. Since the density function has the symmetric property, 
it follows that} 000 = Kooa = 111 0001 = O. Hence the conclusion easily follows from THEOREMS 
3.1 and 3.2. 
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